
RESIDENCY Project Proposal - Making Invisible Visible 

Background 

My current academic research is about the darning tradition called ‘Rafoogari’ practiced by the 
Rafoogar community in India.  

’Rafoogari’ is the traditional skill of darning in the maintenance and 
preservation of precious textiles by the Rafoogar community in India. It is 
still practiced all over the country by traditional darners, who repair and 
restore old and new damaged textiles, keeping the darning tradition alive. 
This near invisible darning technique has traditionally been applied to old 
textiles, garments, carpets and durries in the country.  

 

Rafoogary restored shawl 

‘Rafoogari ‘as a high skill is synonymous with the repair and renewal of antique Jamawars/’Kani’ 
shawls and robes of Kashmir that were always considered unique, precious and royal and received 
special place amidst other rare textiles. The intricately designed woolen pashmina ‘ Kani’ shawls 
made in tapestry technique in twill weave came from Central Asia to India along with Islam and got 
further refined by local cultural mores, pushing the technique to its creative limit; in a certain 
process of appropriation and acculturation of more than five centuries. 

These unique textiles were loved by Maharajas and Nobilities whether it was the loom woven Kani 
Jamawars, needle embroidered ‘Amlis’ or the reversible ‘Dorukhas. The production of these shawls 
has almost become extinct. The socio- cultural condition that made it possible has changed. Normal 
production of these pieces is not possible any more. It is precisely the high value of these Pashmina 
shawls, virtually extinction led to rescuing these pieces from further destruction by ways of mending 
and reusing them. Thanks to these Rafoogars who have kept them in circulation and continuous 
use till today in different circumstances in an interesting simultaneous transformation of the product 
and allowed them to be still traded in the market. 

With the change of time, the patronage extended by the Maharajas and nobility has ceased; 
however, the special skill of these darners and ability to maintain, repair as well as salvage these 
precious textiles from further destruction continued with new patrons. 

One always did appreciate the skills of these rafoogars in making the mending ‘invisible’ to the 
naked eye but along with the invisible repair, they too have remained invisible to the world at large: 
possibly sheer ‘invisibility ‘being the hallmark of good darning. 

This journey of textiles has been inspired by our Indian attitudes and traditions towards ‘Inheritance’ 
and the sentiments associated with passing on heirlooms to the next generation. The concept of 
‘use, mend and reuse’ has kept the ‘darning tradition alive. 

The continuing tradition and skill in darning becomes extremely significant in the context of the 
survival of historical textiles. The important role and major contribution of these traditional darners 
over several centuries in the maintenance of textiles by highly intricate and laborious work of 
preservation, restoration and renewal, has yet to be recognized. 

 It is ironic that while the skills of rafoogars lie in making the mending ‘invisible’ to the naked eye, 
along with the invisible repair, they too have remained invisible to the world at large. Possibly, sheer 
‘invisibility ‘is the hallmark of good darning. 

 My project is an attempt to make the invisible visible. 
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Craft Residency at Cove Park 

As an artist, it is important for me to work in a different context, environment   and culture to reflect 
upon my understanding about the project and how it can develop and grow into a ‘movement’ in 
terms of sustainability. The objectives of this project are: 

• to give me some time to research further the traditions of the Rafogaari, and in particular to 
research it in context of the textile industry in Scotland and the UK. For this I want to spend time 
to try out weaving and darning ideas, spend time reading and writing about it, and also – 
importantly – visit some of the textile related museums and industries, in particular Paisley. 

• to create awareness of an existing darning tradition in the context of sustainability, which is 
challenged by today’s throwaway culture.  

• further the scope and development of Rafoogars’ mending skills in other communities and 
cultures where these skills and the underlying values may have become extinct. Collaboration 
holds out possibilities of skill diversification that nurtures creativity and results in new products 
and markets.  

• to develop a relationship between darners and collectors of old damaged textiles, the outcome 
of which will be that the unused will once again be transformed and made usable.   

• Develop relationships with artists of various media in Scotland, who maybe interested in 
collaborating. 

 
I feel that such a project marks an important beginning in making the maintenance of textiles a 
more inclusive part of textile tradition and innovation. The project will illustrate substantial promise 
and future scope for the Rafoogar community by bringing their existing craft to the forefront, 
creating a wider sphere for the practice of their skills that have survived over centuries.  

It is hoped that the subject of darning may possibly inspire Artists and Designers either by 
collaborating with the Rafoogars or using the darning technique and process themselves or by 
simply being motivated by the concept of mending. Also it will trigger the possibility of expression in 
a new medium with found objects in terms of renewal and new innovations. Hopefully, the influence 
of the project will extend beyond darners, collectors, aesthetes and artists to the young and old to 
recycle their belongings in a creative manner.  

Community based Residency with Deveron Arts 

I am looking for a one month research period with Cove Park focusing on research and 
experimentation. After this I am hoping to continue my stay in Scotland to undertake an 
intergenerational project in the community of Huntly, where Deveron Arts has built up a unique 
programme of public art under the banner of ‘the town is the venue’. This will bring together the 
older generation who has still darning skills with younger people, who have an interest in 
‘upcycling’. 

For this I also hope to bring two Rafogaaris from India for a period of time with me. The project will 
raise awareness and interest amongst people to learn about mending traditions and help them to 
understand the concept of repair and recycling to create a balance in present day lifestyles and 



behavior that adhere to a throwaway culture. The idea of the invisible act of mending can also 
create resonance amongst the students about relationships, healing links with the past and 
processes of connectivity. 

I hope to also be able to involve other artists from Scotland to share new forms of creativity and 
aesthetics for this project. The research period at Cove Park will be give me invaluable support to 
move my ambitions on. 

My preferred time period would be September 2010. I am more than happy to provide workshops to 
communities of all interests and levels and appreciate the opportunity to network with other artists 
and curators in Scotland. 

 

Priya Ravish Mehra 


